Empowering Physics Students’ Performance in a Group Discussion Through two Types of Peer Assessment
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Group discussions are often used to improve students’ participation in the learning process. Unfortunately, the most frequent problem is teacher difficulty assessing the contribution of each group member. This research aimed to explore student performance in group discussion through two types of peer assessment. Data were collected through interviews, observation, and peer assessment. There were two types of peer assessment: internal and external. This research indicated that both types of peer assessment enhanced students’ performance in group discussions and involved interpersonal skills, teamwork, and problem-solving. Both types of peer assessment in this research eliminated the students’ laziness, reduced intimidation by the active students, gave all members equal responsibility, and provided feedback to help them develop their participation in group discussion. The students became more aware of the weaknesses and strengths of their performance. This study is expected to provide an additional method in the learning process for teachers to assess and enhance student performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Physics is a knowledge-rich subject, and the rules are encapsulated in precise mathematical forms. Many students in physics lectures must study to unpack the compact mathematical laws of physics and use them in various situations to describe and predict physical phenomena (Mason & Singh, 2016b). In short, learners must study to interpret and make sense of abstract physical principles and present a conscious effort to...
establish a comprehensive knowledge structure. Mastering physics amounts to not only developing a robust knowledge structure of physics concepts but also developing a student's performance (Mason & Singh, 2016a; Wilcox & Lewandowski, 2016).

Active learning has become an essential pedagogical focus. Active learning is a process activity that engages students in the learning process (Prince, 2004). In short, active learning requires students to do meaningful learning activities and think about what they are doing. Students learn when they are actively involved in the learning process. Active learning provides definite independence, individual accountability, and social skills to improve students’ understanding and personal development (Silberman & Biech, 2015). One of the methods that encourage students to be more active in learning is discussion. Discussion makes students work together in solving problems through information retrieval and exchanging ideas. Discussion can be between teacher and students and among students (Omatseye, 2007). Usually, the discussion’s goal is to achieve a consensus among the group’s members. Group composition is based on individual knowledge and interests, spurring better discussions or interactions during learning. Discussion can perform a corrective function when members individually have incomplete and biased information but collectively can piece together unbiased information from the alternatives (Stasser & Titus, 1985). Group discussion has its origins in a range of active learning strategies aimed to stimulate students’ interest in what they are studying by providing a significant degree of autonomy over the learning activity (Bennett, Hogarth, Lubben, Campbell, & Robinson, 2010). Hamann, Pollock, and Wilson (2012) also explained that discussion is a useful method to facilitate student learning. Discussions can be structured and organized in many different ways to accommodate varying environments.

The implementation of discussions sometimes does not correspond to the purpose of learning. The benefits of discussion are abundant, but not all students are likely to participate. This disparity has limited the value of discussion for some students. Some students feel unable to say what they mean and are afraid of being wrong if they contribute, while other students may be intimidated by the dominant participant. Some discussion groups are dominated by students who are more intelligent and active. So, it’s hard to determine the extent of each group member’s understanding and mastery of the assigned material. In social situations, some individuals are more anxious than others (Watson & Friend, 1969). The student team member does not contribute his/her full potential (Joyce, 2010). Some students cannot engage in group discussions, and the majority of students tend to be passive and remain silent in group discussions because of diminished ability to dialogue and lack of confidence to share their ideas. Students feel shy to express their opinions or complete the assigned task and tend to assign responsibility to the active students. Some active students also have disproportionate influence, which makes group discussions less comfortable. In short, active students in the group take over and work independently, discouraging the participation of other team members. In various learning teams, low-achieving students may make few contributions to the group’s effort, which can be presented by the high achievers. Based on this explanation, one solution is applying peer assessment, which involves students evaluating their fellow group members. Peer assessment incorporates many features of
collaborative learning (Prins, Sluijsmans, Kirschner, & Strijbos, 2010). Involving the student is expected to spur self-awareness to explore and discuss the subject matter that will enhance the academic achievement.

Theoretical Framework

Group Discussion

Discussions are situations in which teachers and students or students and other students share their ideas and change their opinions. Questions to stimulate discussion are usually at a higher cognitive level (Arends, 2009). The forum permits students to express their views and clarify their ideas (Chiappetta & Koballa, 2009). It is a good strategy for promoting student involvement in the classroom. Teachers use discussions to achieve at least three significant instructional objectives: first, to improve students’ thinking and help them construct their understanding of the subject matter content; second, to promote students’ involvement and engagement; third, to help students to learn valuable communication skills and develop more effective thinking processes (Arends, 2009). According to Dallimore, Hertenstein, and Platt (2004), the benefits of discussion include helping students to develop their critical thinking, self-awareness, appreciation for diverse perspectives, and ability to take action. This view is consistent with both socio-cognitive and sociocultural perspectives of learning. From a socio-cognitive perspective, learning is a cognitive process embedded in social contexts, so both social and cognitive factors influence the outcomes of learning processes (Wilkinson & Fung, 2002). From a sociocultural perspective, learning is constructed during interaction and activity with others, so there is interdependence of social and individual processes in the co-construction of knowledge (Wilkinson & Fung, 2002). However, for the discussion to be productive and focused on the intended learning outcomes of the lesson, its purpose must be made clear (Lau, Kwong, Chong, & Wong, 2013). The students must listen carefully, and responses must focus on the relevant content being discussed (Tesfaye & Berhanu, 2015).

Peer Assessment

Assessment is an integral part of the teaching and learning process. Peer assessment has been used successfully in a higher education institution, with significant benefits reported regarding student learning (Ballantyne, Hughes, & Mylonas, 2002). Peer assessment is defined as a set of activities through which individuals consider the amount, level, value, worth, quality, or success of the products or outcomes of learning and make judgments about the work of others (Reinholz, 2016). Students’ behavior and attitude are profoundly influenced by the assessment system. Peer assessment provides students with opportunities to reveal their understanding, assemble previous knowledge, generate inferences, assimilate ideas, repair misunderstandings, and describe and converse about their understanding (Roscoe & Chi, 2007). According to Spiller (2012), all assessments comprise two main elements: making decisions about the standards of interpersonal skill expected and then making judgments about the quality of the participation. Students should ideally be involved in both of these aspects. The students learn more when the assessment procedure includes feedback on the products and
Peer assessment requires students to clarify and correct each other’s work and to provide either feedback or grades (or both) to their peers based on the criteria of excellence in that performance or event, which students may have been involved in determining (Topping, Smith, Swanson, & Elliot, 2000). This strategy is expected to explore the fundamentals of the assessment process, provide descriptive feedback, and maximize the students’ interpersonal skills. Studies of the assessment must be carried out even further to consider the appropriate types of assessment in group discussions and learning in the classroom.

**METHOD**

**Research Question**

The aim of this research was to explore student performance in group discussion through two types of peer assessment, internal peer assessment within members in the group and external peer assessment among groups. The research question: how do two types of peer assessment strengthen physics student performance in a group discussion?

**Setting and Sample**

The setting chosen for this research was the undergraduate computational physics course in the fourth quarter of 2016 at the University of Jember. The participants consisted of 96 physics students. There were 67 females (69.79%) and 29 males (30.21%) in their 20s and their second year of physics degrees. Computational physics is the study and implementation of numerical analysis to solve problems in physics for which a theory already exists. In the learning process, computational physics requires a lot of discussions and projects to be constructed and finished together or by groups. The student participants were divided into 24 groups of four students. This small group size is more appropriate and accessible to evaluate.

**Instrument**

Student performance was measured using a narrative peer assessment rubric. Narrative is a conventional form transmitted culturally and constrained by each individual’s level of mastery, colleagues, and mentors. Narrative assessment is an approach to assessing and describing a student’s learning that allows a far more precise depiction of that learning than is possible through more traditional criterion-referenced assessment (Bourke & Mentis, 2010). The rubric for internal assessment within the group included student participation, contribution to completing the project, teamwork, and attitude. The rubric for external assessment was based on the project outcome and presentation and used simple questions geared to elicit feedback about positive and negative aspects from the students’ perspectives. Content validity was addressed by consulting among various professors specializing in educational foundations and other educational disciplines. This consultation resulted in a series of substantive changes to both the assessment rubrics. Reliability was checked using SPSS, and the Cronbach’s alpha was 0.81.
Peer Assessment Procedure

In this research, the students were asked to participate in collaborative learning and form their groups of four students. Students were given a project to select one of the physics concepts and make a visual simulation; then they were to present their group’s project results in class. The lecturer’s role in the course was to serve primarily as a facilitator of group learning, monitoring progress.
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Figure 1
Peer assessment illustration, internal and external peer assessment

There are two types of peer assessment in this study: (1) the evaluation carried out by members of a group (internal group) and (2) the evaluation conducted by other groups (external group), as illustrated in figure 1. Peer assessment within the group was held to enhance student participation in the completion of the project. Each member of the team was to assess each other in a narrative form about their involvement, including their contribution to the group, teamwork, and attitude. This assessment’s purpose was to eliminate domination by excellent students and reduce dependency on others. Furthermore, this evaluation was also meant to allow the teacher to control student performance outside class hours. Meanwhile, peer assessment was conducted by external groups regarding the project outcome and presentation. Both peer assessments were anonymous, identified, and asynchronous.

Data Analysis

The data were collected by interviews, observation, and both student peer assessments’ results. The participants were interviewed individually before and after the assessment. In this study, a semi-structured interview format was used as a qualitative research method to achieve some in-depth information about the students’ views and
performance in the learning process. Semi-structured interviews offer a subject and questions to the interviewee but are carefully designed to elicit the interviewee’s ideas and opinions on the topic of interest, as opposed to leading the respondent toward preconceived choices. The observation started with the first group discussion and was completed at the last group discussion about 4 months later, which means that all the student activities were captured. This was the main component of this research, and all the data helped the researchers interpret the research purposes.

Qualitative data were analyzed by the researchers through six stages: organizing data, exploring and sorting data, encoding to construct themes, descriptive analysis, sustainability analysis and invention interpretation, and validation. Encoding meant reading student peer assessment notes and repeatedly watching each video recording until themes began to emerge—certain activities, ideas, etc. Validation was executed by the triangulation method. Triangulation, according to Johnson and Christensen (2013, p. 299), is used to make studies and research process more systematic; it mutually cross-checks information so that conclusions taken through various procedures or sources are trustworthy.

FINDINGS

Both types of peer assessment in this research were focused on physics student learning performance during group discussion. This assessment might take the form of a personal comment on how the group worked, how the individual felt another member of the group contributed, and what the good and bad points of the experience of working together and presenting were. It could also take the form of a short written piece of feedback or a reflection. The results of peer analysis within and between groups are presented in tables 1 and 2.

Table 1
Result of peer analysis within group of student performance (internal peer assessment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Visible Performance</th>
<th>Student Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to the Group</td>
<td>• Giving ideas and opinions</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Searching and reading various literature</td>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Providing facilities</td>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Building</td>
<td>• Completing the task</td>
<td>• Team working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Making a decision</td>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collaboration</td>
<td>• Team working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member’s Attitude</td>
<td>• Respect</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Responsibility</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Listening to another opinion</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Paying close attention</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Results of peer analysis between groups on student performance (external peer assessment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Visible Performance</th>
<th>Student Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Outcome</td>
<td>• The project simulation was interesting.</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The project simulation was clear and easy to understand.</td>
<td>• Team working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The project simulation increased knowledge.</td>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Presentation</td>
<td>• Presenting information clearly and effectively</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dealing with and answering the question</td>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Time management</td>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Readiness to present</td>
<td>• Team working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attitude during presentation</td>
<td>• Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Organizing the presentation material</td>
<td>• Team working</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Interpersonal Skills

Interpersonal skills commonly developed in a physics class are those needed for a group to complete its task, be it an activity, experiment or project. Interpersonal skills are an individual’s skills to perform adequate communication. Students’ interpersonal skills related to effective team participation, helping a team to achieve the learning purposes and to move the student progressively toward stronger performance. This requires effective communication, empathy, listening to others, showing respect for people, providing arguments to support your proposed or actual actions, critical self-evaluation, and paying close attention (Skinner, Hyde, McPherson, & Simpson, 2016). Such skills, together with thinking skills are among self-learning and lifelong learning skills applicable to many areas of life.

The implementation of peer assessment makes students more active in learning; they listen and pay close attention to the group discussion and the project presentation. They listen to opinions from other members of the group, try to understand, and then express their views in the discussion. The students listened to their friends and commented on each other’s ideas, thereby increasing their self-confidence. One participant said,

I try to argue; it’s tough because I’m a quiet person. I prefer to listen to the opinions of my friends. (Interviewed April 12, 2016)

Implementation of peer assessment is expected to be through assessing the contributions of peers in expressing ideas and opinions. Topping et al. (2000) was convinced that peer assessment improves students’ learning by developing their understanding, encouraging them to reflect on their approach, and enhancing their self-confidence as well as the quality of their continuous work. Peer assessments within a group made the students more active and communicative in the preparation for and completion of the simulation project. They were responsible for the group task, engaged in every discussion, and appreciated the different ideas among members of the group.
Through the presentation of the project, I got a lot of interesting knowledge and could provide feedback to other groups through external peer assessment. (Interviewed April 22, 2016)

Throughout group discussion, the students can share their ideas through collaboration and communicate what is in their minds. They reported that peer assessment in group discussion greatly appreciated student opinion and interaction among students. The students considered that a few management guidelines and a chance to communicate and present the seminar early on in the course would be useful. Peer assessment brings more real and reliable results than teacher evaluation (Mehrdad, Bigdeli, & Ebrahimi, 2012).

**Team Working**

Teamwork has many potential benefits over individual working, including offering a broader range of perspectives and encouraging responsibility (Eva, 2002). By working in groups, students can develop team working skills differently and exercise a range of skills, including both written and oral communication. Teams have a more considerable well of resources to tap and more information accessible because of the variety of backgrounds and experiences. The assessment by members of one group makes the students more reliable and participative in the group work to complete their project. Students in groups shared tasks to complete projects.

The group assessment makes me more emotionally bonded that I am part of a group. (Interviewed May 11, 2016)

Physics students work in teams on a mutual project, prepare a joint report and shared presentation. They were responsible for the group work preparing the presentation of the results of the project, were active in every discussion meeting, and appreciated the different ideas when discussing. The students could help each other to make sense of the gaps in their learning and understanding to get a more sophisticated grasp of the learning process. Students engaged in commentary on the work of others can heighten their capacity for judgment and make intellectual choices, students receiving feedback from their peers get a more extensive range of ideas about their work to promote development and improvement, and peer evaluation helps teachers and students to enhance the students’ status in the learning process.

Use of peer evaluation was significant to enhance assertiveness toward teamwork, such as by allowing students to feel that they were more in control of the results of their efforts and to respect other views. Peer assessment allowed students to have a sense of control over their achievement and provided a legitimate opportunity to express dissatisfaction with team members. Through peer assessment, collaboration between members arises, and responsibility becomes a solid basis for completing the task. Group members provide each other support to try out and articulate a new idea and share ideas and definitions of the task, the subject, the materials, and the method of presentation. Peer assessment in group discussion trains them to help each other and to respect the opinions of others. One student stated,
I feel helped by this teamwork because I have difficulty in communicating, but I have many ideas. Through this discussion, my problem is solved, and our team can complement each other. (Interviewed May 3, 2016)

Some students concentrated on deepening their understanding of group relationships in the workstation, while others aimed to develop their capacities to engage in effective professional dialogues. Thus, peer assessments appear to be particularly beneficial in the context of group working (Falchikov, 1991). Students working in small groups tend to study more about what is taught and retain it longer than when the same material is presented in other instructional forms.

Problem Solving

Physics is a part of science that consists of theory, and the laws of physics are usually packed in the form of exact mathematical equations. Students in advanced physics mostly solve the laws of physics mathematically and apply them in different situations using simulation and experiment to be able to explain and predict phenomena (Mason & Singh, 2016b; Yap & Wong, 2007). In other words, to understand a physics concept, students must learn how to interpret and use logic for abstract physics principles and strive to create a coherent structure of knowledge. The mathematical structure in physics is used as a frame of reference or framework for building a robust and well-organized understanding of a subject in which the concepts and structure of knowledge are interrelated. Complex physics concepts can be learned together through a study group or discussion that helps each to develop his ability to solve a problem.

Problem-solving is an intellectually demanding activity of central importance in any science. It is a challenging task to design instructional methods for proper scientific problem-solving skills. Giving a project through group discussion can impact how well students learn physics and how successful they are in solving physics problems. Approaches to problem-solving often result from strategies that engage students actively in the learning process, e.g., peer instruction and collaborative group problem-solving. The ability to understand content knowledge and use it to solve scientific problems is fundamental for a meaningful understanding of science (Brandstädter, Harms, & Großschedl, 2012). Groups stimulate creativity. Regarding problem-solving, the adage can be applied that “two heads are better than one.”

The implementation of peer assessment within the group gives the students the responsibility to complete the project. They use all their intellectual abilities to accomplish the project as well as possible. The students were searching and reading the various literature through textbooks, the internet, and journals to find solutions for their additional knowledge. One student stated,

Peer assessment in the group pushes my brain to think harder—such a nerd. (Interviewed April 19, 2016)

Reading is a way to promote many aspects of science by forming ideas and grasping meaning (Chiappetta & Koballa, 2009). Peer assessment encourages students to improve their critical thinking skill and to reflect on their behavior and performance. In short, peer assessment increases their awareness of the quality of their work and group work.
Critique and feedback from peers are invaluable for the students to enhance their performance to solve a problem. Venables and Summit (2003) and Anderson et al. (2000) posited that the level of student cognition about content knowledge improves through peer feedback. Peer assessment improves student learning by enabling the students to view and critique a range of ideas and abilities, thus encouraging them to learn from the mistakes and exemplary performance of their peers (Hanrahan & Isaac, 2001). Research suggests that students who are engaged in group problem solving are more committed to the solution and are better satisfied with their performance in the group than those who are not involved.

**Student Response**

The majority of participants had positive views on the group discussion. They thought that group discussion was an excellent idea and the learning process became enjoyable. They could express their thoughts and feelings. The creation of study support encouraged their personal development. When assessing other groups, they compared the presentation of each group, including their own group’s project. In short, the students learned about self-evaluation directly. This is essential for avoiding negative criticism. A student stated,

> I got much benefit from this assessment, such as eliminating my feeling lazy, reduces intimidation from the active student, and all group members have equal responsibility. (Interviewed May 23, 2016)

Having explicit and unambiguous criteria helps this process, but it is still a challenge for students to take their work and make judgments about it. Peers helped students to improve their ability to judge. A few students recognized ambivalence about group discussion. One said that

> It was good for correcting and reporting it to others but hard to communicate how to give constructive feedback without hurting and intervening. (Interviewed May 13, 2016)

The students valued peer assessment as a meaningful activity and the benefit from providing feedback (Xiao & Lucking, 2008). Contrary responses focused on the fact that a written evaluation of the other group members was uneasy because they were a team. This opinion aligns with Pitt and Norton (2016), who found that some students fail to take note of their feedback or sometimes do not collect assignments that have been marked. But we believe that university students have the ability to assess their peers’ products and separate their emotional condition. Kirby and Downs (2007) argued that one of the characteristics of effective learners is that they have a realistic sense of their strengths and weaknesses, and they can use self-knowledge to direct their studying in productive directions.

> Through peer assessment, I learned to evaluate myself before I assess my friend. (Interviewed May 11, 2016)

Assessment conducted by the peer group can provide more objective evaluation because peers know students’ contributions better than teachers, but the results of audience assessment need to be correlated back to the teacher’s assessment. Students appeared
responsive to the idea of being included in the process and giving positive feedback enthusiastically. Peer assessment is essential for the student as it provides students with valuable skills for professional contexts and trains them for future learning (Alias, Masek, & Salleh, 2015). The students appreciated the concept and implementation of peer assessment, and it was appropriate for the course. Peers’ involvement in assessment processes should be more than just grading peers’ work and comparing the scores with those of the tutor.

CONCLUSION

This research indicated that two types of peer assessment enhanced student performance in group discussions: interpersonal skills, teamwork, and problem-solving. Peer assessment eliminated the students’ feeling lazy, reduced intimidation from the active students, gave all members equal responsibility, and helped them to develop their participation through feedback. This study suggests that deeper examination is needed of how to critique without hurting and discriminating. In addition, the development of digital or online peer assessment needs to be accomplished for more interactive and efficient learning. This research is expected to provide review of critical peer assessment in the learning process.
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